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Priscilla Oliveras Books and Reviews
Author: Priscilla Oliveras
Publisher: Amazon Publishing
Anthology Title: West Side Love Story
Pub Date: June 2022

A heart-stirring romance of star-crossed love, feuding familias, and the bonds of sisterhood
by USA Today bestselling author Priscilla Oliveras.
Two familias in Texas, both alike in dignity, rivalries, and passion . . .
Having grown up in the nurturing household of Casa Capuleta, Mariana will do anything for
familia. To solve her foster parents’ financial problems amid their rapidly changing San Antonio
comunidad, Mariana and her younger sisters are determined to win the Battle of the Mariachi
Bands. That means competing against Casa Montero, their father’s arch nemesis, and escalating
a decades-old feud. It also raises the stakes of Mariana’s forbidden attraction for a certain darkeyed mariachi who sets her heart racing.
To Angelo Montero’s familia, Mariana is also strictly off limits. But that doesn’t stop him from
pursuing her. As their secret affair intensifies and the competition grows fierce, they’re swept up
in a brewing storm of betrayals, rivalries, and broken ties. Against the odds, they vow to bring
peace. But what sacrifices must be made and what consequences must be weighed for two starcrossed lovers to make beautiful music together and win an impossible happy ever after?
“A sparkling tribute to the rivalries of Romeo and Juliet, with none of the tragedy and all of the
swoony romance.” —Library Journal
“Reading a Priscilla Oliveras book is like being wrapped in a warm hug, and West Side Love Story is
no exception.” —Entertainment Weekly
“A sweet romance and complicated family dynamics make this brilliantly executed Romeo and
Juliet retelling a must-read. This is Priscilla Oliveras’s best yet!” —Farrah Rochon, USA
Today bestselling author of The Dating Playbook
“West Side Love Story is the perfect harmony of love, familia, and fate. Priscilla Oliveras’s
characters shine as much as her stories shine a light on issues facing real people and reading West
Side Love Story is like dancing with your favorite person on a warm summer night.” —Denise
Williams, author of How to Fail at Flirting and The Fastest Way to Fall
“Nothing is more romantic than forbidden love and this book pulls it off gorgeously. Priscilla Oliveras
writes in musical prose about longing and passion and our duties and love for our families with great
understanding. Bravo!” —Barbara O’Neal, Wall Street Journal and USA Today bestselling
author of When We Believed in Mermaids
“West Side Love Story captures the very best things about Latinx communities: fiercely loving
families, passionate strivers, and joyfully embracing who we are. This delightful enemies-to-lovers
romance is full of swoon-worthy moments and brimming with strong female characters. You will be

rooting as hard for Mariana’s all-girl mariachi band as you will for the hard earned HEA.” —Adriana
Herrera, USA Today bestselling author
“This promises to be an epic story filled with delicious tension, bitter rivalries, and hard-fought
redemption, and I’m confident that in Oliveras’s talented hands, we’ll get the satisfying happily-everafter we deserve.” —Mia Sosa, bestselling author of The Worst Best Man, for Oprah Daily

Author: Priscilla Oliveras
Publisher: Kensington Publishing
Anthology Title: Summer in the City
Novella Title: “Lights Out”
Pub Date: June 2021

Each connected novella in this fun, fresh Rom-Com anthology follows a different woman from a
group of NYC friends whose plans to escape the summer heat with a fabulous girls-only
weekend suddenly lose steam when an unexpected blackout cuts off power to all of Manhattan.
But while the lights are out, enemies become lovers, acquaintances find they have more in
common than a pack of matches, and the city really heats up!
There's nothing like summer in Manhattan. The days are long, and the nights are even longer.
But when the lights go out in the city, fireworks explode...
Featuring: “Night at the Museum” by Lori Wilde, “Lights Out” by Priscilla Oliveras, and “Mind
Games” by Sarah Skilton

Reviews:
“When a summer heat wave in New York City causes an extended blackout, three friends each
find herself stuck with the last person she anticipated.
The conceit of a blackout offers a delicious forced-proximity element to each novella, although
the friendship through-line is somewhat weakened by taking place through only a handful of
text-based interactions. Ultimately, the romance is where these stories truly ignite, with varying
levels of angst and heat. A steamy trio of rom-com stories that is best savored slowly.”
--Kirkus Reviews
“Oliveras’s ‘Lights Out’ sees sparks fly when Mateo Garza, a Lin Manuel Miranda–esque
Broadway sensation, rescues his high school crush, theatre critic Vanessa Ríos, from a panicking
crowd on the opening night of his show. Her bad review of his previous project provides
believable conflict and raises the stakes to their killer chemistry.”
--Publishers Weekly

Author: Priscilla Oliveras
Publisher: Kensington Publishing
Series Title: Keys to Love
Book 1: Anchored Hearts
Pub Date: May 2021
Accolades: Kirkus Starred Review, Booklist
Starred Review
Sparkling with humor, romance, Latinx culture, and the unique island energy of Key West,
Florida, the acclaimed Keys to Love Series by USA Today bestselling author Priscilla Oliveras
is the perfect summer read. Sparks fly for a second time when award-winning photographer
and prodigal son Alejandro ends up back home, forced to face the familia--and the girl he left
behind--for the first time in years. Can these two Key West natives learn to put away old hurts
and embrace a new future under the tropical sun?

Award-winning photographer Alejandro Miranda hasn’t been home to Key West in years—not
since he left to explore broader horizons with his papi’s warning “never to come back” echoing
in his ears. He wouldn’t be heading there now if it wasn’t for an injury requiring months of
recuperation. The drama of a prodigal son returning to his familia and their beloved Cuban
restaurant is bad enough, but coming home to the island paradise also means coming face to face
with the girl he left behind—the one who was supposed to be by his side all along . . .
Anamaría Navarro was shattered when Alejandro took off without her. Traveling the world
was their plan, not just his. But after her father’s heart attack, there was no way she could
leave—not even for the man she loved. Now ensconced in the family trade as a firefighter and
paramedic, with a side hustle as a personal trainer, Anamaría is dismayed that just the sight of
Alejandro is enough to rekindle the flame she’s worked years to put out. And as famillia
meddling pushes them together, the heat of their attraction only climbs higher. Can they learn to
trust again, before the Key West sun sets on their chance at happiness?

Reviews:
“Oliveras has perfected the second-chance romance trope with Alejandro and Anamaría. Their
anguish is so real that the book should come with tissues. The Key West setting is vibrant, adding
a blessed touch of armchair travel to the current global circumstances. Wonderfully soapy, this is
a romance to read in one sitting. A stunning romance of first love found again.”
--Kirkus Reviews, STARRED REVIEW
“A big-hearted, beautiful book about first love, second chances, and finding one’s place in the
world. Oliveiras writes with a rare warmth that not only brings her characters to life but also lets
her readers sink into the gorgeous Key West sunrises she so lovingly describes. An exceptional
getaway of a book!”
-Emily Henry, New York Times bestselling author Beach Read
“The Florida island setting is only part of the appeal of this character-driven, secondchance romance between smart and badass Anamaria and sexy and artistic Alejandro as
they slowly realize that successful relationships have room for both partners’ professions
and dreams. Another draw: Oliveras' portrayal of family and social media ties are
reminiscent of Alisha Rai's romances.”
—Booklist STARRED REVIEW

Author: Priscilla Oliveras
Publisher: Kensington Publishing
Novella Title: Holiday Home Run
(digital standalone)
Original Pub Date: Oct 2018, in the
holiday anthology A Season to Celebrate

Event planner Julia Louisa Fernandez dreams of a life in Chicago. But her family in Puerto Rico
expects her to take over the catering business. Former pro baseball player Ben Thomas knows
what that’s like—and when they meet, he might be the one to inspire a winning strategy, just in
time for the holidays . . .

Reviews:
“Delightful romance author Priscilla Oliveras offers an amuse-bouche of a holiday treat
with this novella. Oliveras' own love for her family and passion for the great American
pastime shines through as bright as a Christmas light.”
--Entertainment Weekly
“Priscilla Oliveras comes through with a sweet novella filled with charm and spirit…
Holiday Homerun gives us a beautiful peek into the vibrant lives of Puerto Ricans
celebrating the holiday season, a memorably strong and smart heroine, and a hero who is
charming and sexy. Holiday Home Run is a beautiful holiday story, and a sweet romance
that will please folks who like the Matched to Perfection series as well as anyone who needs
a sweet holiday pick me up.”
--All About Romance

Author: Priscilla Oliveras
Publisher: Kensington Publishing
Series Title: Keys to Love
Book 1: Island Affair
Pub Date: May 2020
Accolades: An O, The Oprah Magazine’s
“28 of the Best Beach Reads of Summer
2020” selection; a Goodreads, Netgalley,
Bookish, & Glitter Guide Best Of & Most
Anticipated Books of April; Kirkus
Reviews, Bookpage, Booktrib, & Smexy
Books Most Anticipated Romances of 2020;
Frolic Book of the Week

USA Today bestselling author Priscilla Oliveras launches a new series set in Key West full
of emotion, Latinx culture, and fun family dynamics—the ideal summer beach read—
beginning with an influencer’s attempt to save face that may just lead her to a pictureperfect life…
Sought-after social media influencer Sara Vance, in recovery for a serious health disorder, is
coming into her own, with a potential career expansion on the horizon. Despite the good news,
her successful siblings (and their perfect spouses) have a way of making her feel like the odd one
out. So, when her unreliable boyfriend is a no-show for a Florida family vacation, Sara recruits
Luis Navarro—a gorgeous firefighter paramedic and dive captain willing to play the part of her
smitten fiancé . . .
Luis’s big Cuban familia has been in Key West for generations, and his quiet strength feeds off
the island’s laidback style. Though guarded after a deep betrayal, he’ll always help someone in
need—especially a spunky beauty with a surprising knowledge of Spanish curse words. Soon, he
and Sara have memorized their “how we met” story and are immersed in family dinners, bike
tours, private snorkeling trips . . . sharing secrets, and slow, melting kisses. But when it’s time
for Sara to return home, will their island romance last or fade with the stunning sunset?

Reviews:
“Oliveras has been steadily growing her presence as a romance author, one with a knack for
heartwarming family ensembles and a cozy sense of home. But Island Affair is her strongest work
yet, perfectly calibrating its inviting family scenes with a sweet, heart-melting romance.”
--Maureen Lee Lenker, Entertainment Weekly
“I finished Island Affair with a big smile on my face. I can’t decide what I adored more: Luis and
Sara’s love story; their relationships with their complicated and difficult and loving families, or the
setting of Key West, which sounded so beautiful I wanted to jump on a plane. I can't wait to read
more by Priscilla Oliveras!”
--Jasmine Guillory, New York Times bestselling author
“Island Affair is a perfect romantic Caribbean escape. Don’t miss this lovely beginning to Priscilla
Oliveras’s new series. Can’t wait to take my next trip!” “Island Affair is a perfect romantic
Caribbean escape.”
—Jamie Beck, USA Today bestselling author

Author: Priscilla Oliveras
Publisher: Kensington Publishing, Zebra
Shout
Series Title: Matched to Perfection
Book 3: Their Perfect Melody
Pub Date: December 2018
Accolades: Best Books of 2018, Publishers
Weekly; “14 Most Anticipated Fall
Romances,” Bookpage.com; Buzz Books,
Romance selectee, Summer 2018;
Entertainment Weekly, November Hot Stuff
Romance selectee

Growing up, Lilí María Fernandez was affectionately known as the family “wild child.” The life
of the party, she loved to dance, especially salsa, merengue, and bachata, and often sang beside
her father during rehearsals for his trío group. But tragedy and loss have drawn out
Lilí’s caretaking side, compelling her to become a victim’s advocate. These days, the special
rhythms of the past seem like a distant memory. Until she meets Diego
Reyes . . .
A police officer with the Chicago PD, Diego also has a talent for playing classical Spanish
guitar. And Lilí soon finds herself inspired by his passion—for the music, for her, and for their
shared love of familia and community. Can Diego reignite Lilí’s fun-loving spirit, persuade her
to balance work and pleasure—and embrace her wild side once more?

Reviews:
“Oliveras’s marvelous third Matched to Perfection contemporary (after Her Perfect Affair)
tackles domestic violence and policing in Chicago’s Puerto Rican community with superb
nuance…Oliveras’s tangled, topical conflicts between multidimensional characters blend
with lovingly portrayed family life and an intricate, realistic plot, enmeshing the reader in
her created world.”
--Publisher's Weekly, STARRED REVIEW
“Readers will feel utterly carried away. . . . Whether you’re well-versed in Puerto Rican
culture or completely new to it, Oliveras welcomes readers into a space that feels both
familiar and new and exciting. . . . A romantic, diverting melody.” —Entertainment Weekly
“Sexy, sassy, and overflowing with music, complex emotions, and family-loving Latinx
American and Puerto Rican characters, this romance is a compelling, often joyful read and
perfectly wraps up the ‘Perfection’ trilogy.”—Library Journal
“Lili…is an appealing and uniquely powerful heroine, and Diego’s arc is also well crafted
by rising star Oliveras, and the chemistry between him and Lili burns through the pages.
Readers will love the lovingbut interfering family scenes…Fans of Samantha Chase’s
Shaughnessy series will also enjoy Oliveras’ Matched to Perfection novels, including Her
Perfect Affair.
--Booklist, STARRED REVIEW

Authors: Fern Michaels, Publisher:
Kensington Publishing
Holiday Anthology: A Season to Celebrate;
novella “Holiday Home Run”
Pub Date: November 2018
Accolades: USA Today Bestseller; #1
Amazon Bestseller

Make it a merry Christmas with four stories of the special way the holidays warm
our hearts...
CHRISTMAS HOMECOMING * Fern Michaels
Former Air Force Pararescueman Kevin Matthews is back home in Texas, working at his family's
Christmas tree farm while deciding his next move. Or maybe he won't move at all, if sparks keep
flying with the town's new surgeon, Kate Stafford . . .
AN UNEXPECTED GIFT * Kate Pearce
Widower Billy Morgan wishes his grown children still needed him. Good thing his longtime friend,
Bella, does. She's planning her son's Christmas wedding and Billy is happy to help. Along the way
they just might discover their own occasion to celebrate . . .
CHRISTMAS IN BLUE HOLLOW FALLS * Donna Kauffman
Attorney Moira Brogan expects her brother's Christmas wedding to be a peaceful affair. She doesn't
expect to be cornered by an unwanted lothario, rescued by a gorgeous Aussie chef--or be swept off
her feet by said chef. Nursing a broken heart, the last thing she wants is a new romance. But Hudson
Walker has other ideas . . .
HOLIDAY HOMERUN * Priscilla Oliveras
Event planner Julia Louisa Fernandez dreams of a life in Chicago. But her family in Puerto Rico
expects her to take over the catering business. Former pro baseball player Ben Thomas knows what
that's like--and when they meet, he might be the one to inspire a winning strategy, just in time for
the holidays . . .

Review:
A group of best-selling authors come together to write a funny, uplifting, emotion filled
book of four novellas…A Season to Celebrate will have you laughing, crying, and feeling
festive this holiday season as four couples unexpectedly find the loves of their lives. Only
these authors can have you showing such a range of emotion. I'd love to read more holiday
stories by these authors.
--Fresh Fiction

Author: Priscilla Oliveras
Publisher: Tule Publishing
Series Title: Paradise Key
Book 3: Resort to Love
Pub Date: May 15, 2018

Sometimes, going back to the beginning is the only answer.
Paradise Key Resort holds the best and the worst of Sofía Vargas’s adolescent memories of love
and heartbreak. Now, she hopes to wipe the slate clean and boost her career from resort manager
to owner by winning a quirky town contest. But when an old flame throws his hat into the ring,
Sofía realizes that protecting her heart will be the biggest challenge.
Nathan Patrick Hamilton III has played the part of the good son all his life with one exception—
indulging in a secret on again-off again relationship with Sofia in high school and college,
knowing that family duty would eventually tear them apart.
Years later, Nathan feels like he finally has a chance to win back the girl of his dreams and right
the way he wronged her. But Sofía doesn’t trust or forgive easily and it’s going to take more than
kooky town hall meetings, an emergency trip back to Key West, stolen kisses and a re-creation
of their first date, for him to even be in the running. Is the ultimate prize the resort or winning
back Sofía's heart?

Review:
“Resort to Love was an emotional read that balanced angst with humor for sweet and
hopeful romance about valuing family and knowing when to risk it all by laying everything
out on the table.”
--Love in Panels
“The word I use the most often for Ms. Oliveras’ writing is warm. I feel comfortable in
whatever world she’s created for me, and I usually love spending time with her people. You
know those houses you walk into and there is something delicious smelling in the kitchen
and you are welcomed with hugs and told to take your shoes off and within seconds you
completely belong? That’s Ms. Oliveras’ writing… If you’re a fan of second chances, I
cannot recommend this enough. Warning though, the descriptions of the warm breezes of
the Florida Keys may just have you booking a flight!”
--All About Romance

Author: Priscilla Oliveras
Publisher: Kensington Publishing, Zebra
Shout
Series Title: Matched to Perfection
Book 2: Her Perfect Affair
Pub Date: April 2018
Accolades: #1 on Barnes & Noble 100
Book Bestsellers; #1 Amazon Bestseller;
Washington Post Best Romance Novels
selection, April 2018

The Fernández sisters have always had big dreams, and the talent and drive to pursue
them. And in this sunny, spicy new series, each one will discover that success is that much
sweeter when love follows . . .
Rosa Fernández doesn’t act on impulse—she’s the responsible one, planning her career with
precision, finally landing a job as the librarian at conservative Queen of Peace Academy,
confining her strongest emotions to her secret poetry journal. But she’s been harboring a secret
crush on dreamy Jeremy Taylor, and after one dance with him at her sister’s wedding, Rosa
longs to let loose for the first time. She deserves some fun, after all. So what if she doesn’t have
a shot with Jeremy, not with his wealthy pedigree and high profile lifestyle. But one dance leads
to one kiss, and soon Rosa is
head-over-heels . . .
The adopted son of a prominent Chicago lawyer, Jeremy has a lot to live up to—especially with
his birth father in prison—the perfect example of a bad example. With a big promotion and a
move to Japan in the works, Jeremy is worlds away from settling down. But sweet, steady Rosa
is a temptation he doesn’t want to deny himself, at least for now. Yet when their simple fling
turns complicated, everything they’ve both worked for is threatened—except the red-hot
intimacy they’ve found together. Can forever really grow from just-for-now?

Reviews:
“Oliveras tops her excellent debut, His Perfect Partner, with this revelatory, realistic second
romance set among the Puerto Rican community in contemporary Chicago...(her)
integration of cultural and class differences, familial expectations, and career objectives
into the couple’s romantic decision making immeasurably enriches a moving plot about
good people making difficult choices.”
--Publisher's Weekly, STARRED REVIEW
“Rising author Oliveras continues her excellent contemporary Matched to Perfection series
featuring three Latina sisters, following the acclaimed His Perfect Partner
(2017)…Oliveras infuses warmth, intelligence, and emotion into this refreshing read.”
--Booklist, STARRED REVIEW

Publisher: Kensington Publishing, Zebra
Shout
Series Title: Matched to Perfection
Book 1: His Perfect Partner
Pub Date: October 2017
Accolades: 2018 RWA® RITA® double
finalist; Publishers Weekly & Booklist
Starred Reviews

A ZEBRA SHOUT FRESH NEW ROMANCE
Three very different Latina sisters. Three dazzling talents with ambition—and passion—to
burn. And in this warm-hearted, sexy new series, three chances to figure out if the path to
success can also lead to lasting love . . .
Ad executive Tomás Garcia shouldn't even be thinking about his daughter’s alluring dance
teacher, Yazmine Fernández. Burned by a shattering divorce, he's laser-focused on his career—
and giving his young daughter, María, the secure home she deserves. Plus, he's certain that with
her talent, Yaz will be leaving Chicago and heading back to Broadway as soon as she can. But
Yaz's generous spirit and caring concern are sparking a desire Tomás can't resist—and doesn't
want to let go . . .
For Yaz, good-looking workaholics like Tomás simply can't be part of her life ever again. She
owes it to herself to get back her confidence and fulfill the dreams her papá could not. She's glad
to spend time with María—and taste the family life she feels she can never have. And she’s sure
that she and Tomás can keep their attraction under control because there's so much at stake. But
each unexpected intimacy, each self-revelation makes the fire between them grow hotter with
every step—and every risk to their hearts. . .

Reviews:
"Oliveras's outstanding debut tangles romance into family life...The realistic, multifaceted
characters have interesting nuances, and Oliveras never stoops to employing contrived
misunderstandings, instead creating real obstacles with meaning and depth. Moving
familial relationships and splashes of Puerto Rican culture round out this splendid
contemporary and bode well for the future of the series."
--Publisher's Weekly, STARRED REVIEW
“Oliveras takes all the right steps in this sweet romance. Oliveras’ refreshing tale is the
start of a very special trilogy… Packed with emotion, humor and memorable characters.
Fans of Samantha Chase will enjoy this heart-tugging love story by a promising
newcomer.”
--Booklist, STARRED REVIEW
"Oliveras makes a perfect debut with a sweet, sassy, traditional romance. Book one in her

Matched to Perfection series about three Latina sisters is a tale of a career dance and a
workaholic who have nothing in common but love and family. The story is well written and
full of fun, welcoming characters. Readers will laugh and cry and be uplifted by the HEA.
Oliveras is an author to watch."
-- RT Book Reviews, 4 Stars
"Among dancer Yazmine’s young students is single-father Tomas’ daughter. This is the

setup for Oliveras’ refreshing, heart-tugging debut, featuring a Chicago-based Latinx cast
and lots of sweet emotion and humor."
- Booklist, Top 10 Romance Debuts of 2018, on HIS PERFECT PARTNER by Priscilla
Oliveras
“Both protagonists’ Latin heritage elevate the novel by introducing cultural influences and
dynamics rarely portrayed in the genre. A sweet debut.”
--Kirkus Reviews
“Warm, sweet and spicy in just the right amounts. . . A delicious read!”
--Kristan Higgins, New York Times bestselling author
“Page-turning plot, great characters, a sparkling debut!”
--Lori Wilde, New York Times bestselling author
“Warm and witty, this wonderful debut novel from Priscilla Oliveras celebrates the best of
love and family. Looking forward to more from this fabulous author!
--Shirley Jump, New York Times bestselling author

Matched to Perfection series about three Latina sisters is a tale of a career dance and a
workaholic who have nothing in common but love and family. The story is well written and
full of fun, welcoming characters. Readers will laugh and cry and be uplifted by the HEA.
Oliveras is an author to watch."
-- RT Book Reviews, 4 Stars
"Among dancer Yazmine’s young students is single-father Tomas’ daughter. This is the

setup for Oliveras’ refreshing, heart-tugging debut, featuring a Chicago-based Latinx cast
and lots of sweet emotion and humor."
- Booklist, Top 10 Romance Debuts of 2018, on HIS PERFECT PARTNER by Priscilla
Oliveras
“Both protagonists’ Latin heritage elevate the novel by introducing cultural influences and
dynamics rarely portrayed in the genre. A sweet debut.”
--Kirkus Reviews
“Warm, sweet and spicy in just the right amounts. . . A delicious read!”
--Kristan Higgins, New York Times bestselling author
“Page-turning plot, great characters, a sparkling debut!”
--Lori Wilde, New York Times bestselling author
“Warm and witty, this wonderful debut novel from Priscilla Oliveras celebrates the best of
love and family. Looking forward to more from this fabulous author!
--Shirley Jump, New York Times bestselling author

